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An Incredible Summer Camp at Inventure Schools 

As the Summer Camps draw to a close, we reflect on a time filled with unforgettable memories and exciting

accomplishments.

Our children at the Yeshwanthpur Campus pulled out all the stops this past week. Dance teams perfected their

moves and the music room came alive with the melodies of our young musicians.

On the football pitch, triumphant cheers erupted as the

young players executed game-winning goals. Basketball

courts saw dazzling displays of teamwork and agility, with

some truly unforgettable shots. In gymnastics, the students

defied gravity with daring leaps and graceful routines,

showcasing their newfound strength, grace and balance. Yoga

mats were a haven for relaxation and mindfulness, leaving

participants feeling refreshed and energised. Our STEAM

workshops were a hive of activity as children dove deep into

the wonders of Science, Technology, Engineering, Art, and

Math. As the week progressed, children enjoyed ‘reflection’

time each day when they looked back and recapitulated

various facets of what they had learnt.



As the Summer Camp draws to an end, the lessons learnt, friendships forged, and talents discovered will

remain vibrant reminders of time well spent. We cannot wait to welcome these young stars and many new

ones next year for another season of creativity, athletics, and unforgettable fun. 

Please go to the link below to hear what some of our students have to say about their basketball lessons.

Over at the Preschool in Whitefield, the excitement was just as contagious. Students diligently practised their

dance moves, explored drama, honed their skills at gymnastics, and unleashed their creativity in art & craft.

Inventure Academy Makes a Splash at Leadership Conference

Inventure Academy, a champion for fostering future changemakers, made a strong impression at the recent

ECIS (Educational Collaborative for International Schools) and NEASC (New England Association of

Schools and Colleges) Leadership Conference held in the historic Windsor town, United Kingdom.

Inventure Academy not only attended the conference but also took center stage by sharing their highly

regarded Changemaker Program.

With the pressing challenges facing our world in 2024, Inventure Academy’s six-year commitment to

creating 100,000 Changemakers aligned perfectly with the conference’s theme. They have demonstrably

empowered young Changemakers by providing funding and guidance to the top ten teams in their program,

helping turn their ideas into reality.

The Inventure team’s session delved into the specific methods they use to cultivate Changemakers. This

included highlighting initiatives like the ‘Our Voice’ platform, annual productions, and the cornerstone

Changemaker Program & Challenge. Following their presentation, the Inventure team led an engaging

workshop where participants tackled a real-world issue: water shortage. The interactive session explored

the crucial steps of crafting a problem statement and transforming a challenge into a solution that is not only

viable but also desirable and feasible. 

Themed ‘Living Your Mission’, the conference focused on the power of purpose-driven leadership in creating

a brighter future for students. Inventure Academy, represented by its CEO & Managing Trustee- Nooraine

Fazal, Head of Professional Development-Meenakshi Elangovan, and Head of Centre of Excellence-Sowmya

Narayanan, actively participated in the three-day event.

The Inventure team’s session resonated deeply with the attendees, who recognized the critical importance

of nurturing changemaking skills in their own students. The success of the session was further underscored

by the expressed interest from several participants in joining Inventure Academy’s upcoming Changemaker

Challenge in July 2024.
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XxbiS9_P6WVUfN5kDmQe718iLy8CR6GM/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Y0s8Ypcr8S9HrP9Qjf3_LqMaDYm3-Syz/view?usp=drive_link

